DRESDEN

FACT SHEET

The 360°-Panorama

• reworked version of the previous panorama, 1756 DRESDEN
• circular painting of baroque Dresden in the Augustan Era, between 1695 and 1760
• new scenes featuring historical citizens of baroque Dresden and famous visitors to the city such as Tsar Peter I, Countess Cosel, Johann Sebastian Bach, the court jester Joseph Fröhlich, the goldsmith Johann Melchior Dinglinger or the 'discoverer of porcelain' Johann Friedrich Böttger
• new scenes showing historical episodes such as Clara the rhinoceros' visit to Dresden in 1747, the execution of Lips Tullian and his band of robbers in 1715 or the arrest of the lackey Laubler who, in a state of religious delusion, murdered the dean of the Church of the Holy Cross in 1726
• corrections have been made following the advice of visitors on details of the original architecture, landscape and scenery
• architecture based primarily on the vedutas of Canaletto

Technical data

• surface area of the panoramic image: ca. 2,900 m²
• length: 107 metres
• height: 27 metres
• weight: approx. 750 kilograms
• material: polyester, printed using a sublimation printing procedure
• 37 panels of ready-made fabric
• ca. 4,000 metres of sewing thread used, i.e. approximately the distance from the Panometer Dresden to the Blue Wonder bridge
• steel viewing platform (height 15 metres)

The accompanying exhibition

• reproductions of paintings, town maps and architectural drawings
• original lithographs from the 18th and 19th centuries
• the original »Goldene Sonne« (Golden Sun), a decorative element from the facade of a house at Newtown Market
• the original large bell from the Newtown town hall
• an original 18th century ivory flea trap
• Asisi vedutas »The square at the old Church of the Holy Cross« and »Plans for the marble interior of the Catholic Court Church, which were never realised«.
• Paintings and sketches by Yadegar Asisi completed during the planning phase of the 360° panorama of baroque DRESDEN

Opening date of the exhibition:

• 1 December 2012

Opening Hours:

• Tuesdays to Fridays: 10 am to 5 pm
• Saturday, Sundays and bank holidays: 10 am to 6 pm

Panometer in Dresden

• former DREWAG gas storage building, situated in Dresden-Reick
• year of construction: 1880
• construction material: sandstone
• height of outside eaves: 24 metres
• height of inside eaves to the tip of the dome: around 39 metres
• diameter of the panorama: 54 metres
• Gasanstaltstraße 8b, 01237 Dresden

Imprint

• 360° panorama: Yadegar Asisi
• curator: Dr. Stephan Oettermann
• accompanying music: Eric Babak
• exhibition architecture: Mathias Thiel
• www.asisi.de